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CHAPTER X 
IHTROBUCTIOH 
CHAPTER I 
IHTROOTCTIOH 
Leadership Is an Interesting social phenomenon which 
challenges the student of Education, Psychology and Sociology 
at every turn* To some degree it Is present wherever human 
beings are gathered together. It is so baffling a phenomenon 
that careful examination of it has been long postponed. The 
studies of personality and of social processes are, however, 
reaching the point where leadership can be examined with the 
hope of making discoveries as to Its origins and underlying 
principles* 
Leadership is not new. It is an ancient art and requires 
attention as civilization continues its efforts not only to 
survive but also to advance* Success as a leader seems to 
come as a result of the possession of certain traits and char¬ 
acteristics* Some people believe that these characteristics 
are natural to the individual, l.e., that *leaders are born, 
not made.* They consider that those whose success depends 
in a large measure on their ability to influence the thinking 
and direct the activities of others find themselves in posses¬ 
sion of this ability in varying degrees, but those without 
it do not seem to be able to develop it. Others believe that 
leadership ability can be acquired.^ Ordway Tead says that 
leaders are *both born and made.*1 2 
(1) Metcalf, H.C. and Hrwick, L. Pynamic, Admlnlstra- 
tlon p* 260. 
(2) Hoslett, S.J>, (ed) Exmm raotogi^ 
p. 11. 
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The verb Ho lead11 has two meanings: •to excel, to be 
in advance, to stand out,* and Ho guide, govern, and command 
others, to head an organisation.The leadership concept 
under discussion here is that associated with the second mean¬ 
ing. 
Baam. JBffiE,latfeEftfla. Jin !M — **» studies of 
leaders have become numerous in the past few years. Leaders 
play an important part in our civilization today; all fields 
of industry conduct a relentless search for them. Not only 
does industry conduct such a search, but sc do the various 
branches of our Armed Forces and almost any branch ©f our 
society that may be mentioned. 
However, as many and as varied as these studies have 
been, a glance at the literature will show that little if 
anything has been done in the field of Education on the class¬ 
room level. Yet, here say very well be the plane where lead¬ 
ership potentials can be polished or dimmed. 
This problem will, therefore, seek to ascertain whether 
or not leaders selected by peer and teacher ratings exemplify 
any unique mental, social or physical characteristics. It 
is hoped that such information will prove of value especially 
to teachers in the development of greater leadership ability 
in those under their direction. 
(3) Alford, L. F. 
p. 110. 
loles of Industrial -Management 
Concepta of Ledgership It must not be thought that 
the qualities, capacities, talents, and personalities of the 
Individual - the leader - constitutes the only component of 
leadership. In fact, there are two other "complex variables" 
which all valid studies of this nature must consider, one 
being the followers, the other being the conditions calling 
for direction, decision, and action, leadership per se Is 
an enigma, and to try to Isolate leadership without being cog¬ 
nisant of the situation in which It exists is Impossible. 
In fact, it is the situation which creates the need for 
a leader* 
The old concept of leadership was that the leader influ¬ 
enced those he led by his forceful and compelling personality. 
He was able to impress himself upon others through domination 
or other autocratic techniques and to shape their actions to 
/l 
his will. The present concept is quite the reverse* Thelen 
states, "Good leadership is experimental. It assumes that 
Ideas and actions can be tested and that, by analysing their 
V 
mistakes, groups can learn to function better. The leader, 
then, is also a group trainer; for he is leading in such a 
way that the group not only takes effective action but also 
learns from this experience how to take even more effective 
action later. 
(4) Thelen, H.B* "The Experimental Method in Classroom 
Leadership*, The Elementary School Journal (Oot. 1952) p. ?6 
5 
Competence in leadership means understanding and skill 
in using the experimental approach to leadership,* In the 
modern concept it can be seen that the leader attempts to 
draw out the beet in his followers by training them to share 
the leadership with him. 
It should be pointed out here that domination and lead¬ 
ership are not the same thing, although it is probable that 
©any consider them such,^ 
Types of Leaders — Much of the discussion about lead¬ 
ership is confusing because no adequate discrimination between 
types of leaders is made. If one could get all the leaders 
of the world together at a particular moment, he would find 
that Judging by the nature of their leadership at that time 
they might be classified as either: Cl) direct or Indirect; 
(2) partisan or scientific; (3) social, executive or mental; 
(4) autocractic, paternalistic or democratic; (5) as special¬ 
ists in leadership* such as the prophet, saint* the expert, 
* 
and the boss. In any of these classifications it must be 
understood that no hard and fast line can be drawn between 
the subdivisions. For example, direct leadership shades off 
Into the Indirect form. It must also be understood that var¬ 
ious other systems of classifications or types of leaders can 
be made other than the one used here. In essence they are 
(5) Plgors, P. "Leadership and Domination Among Child¬ 
ren " Soclologus Vol, IX (June 1933) P* 142, 
(6) Bogardus, E,S. Leaders and Leadership p, 16, 
all the sane, one tout accentuates or facilitates understand¬ 
ings for the author, The above classification has evolved 
from the particular nature of the problem under study In this 
paper. We shall be concerned with the first classification 
or the '’direct* leader. A general definition of the types 
follows. 
Blreot ana. InClreot 
Direct leadership deals with people rather 
than with things. It appears In person, and it 
makes pleas or requests or gives orders* It 
leads by word of mouth. It can be seen or heard 
or both. It outlines patterns of behavior and 
commands acceptance. The prophet exhorting his 
people to change their ways ^nd the teacher direc¬ 
ting classroom activities are direct leaders. 
Later on In this study it will be shown that the 
sociogram used was constructed to secure this 
type of leader. In direct leadership the role 
of personality Is large. This was another rea¬ 
son for Its selection. 
Indirect leadership sets in motion forces 
that sooner or later change the current of human 
activities, Thomas A. Edison may be called an 
indirect leader by virtue of the changes in human 
activities and attitudes his inventions brought 
about over a period of time. 
Partizan and Scientific 
A partisan leader acts in behalf of some¬ 
thing or somebody. Every cause has its leader, 
and every champion Is a partisan. The debater, 
lawyer, and the political leader are all strong 
partizans. 
Scientific leaders are rare, especially out¬ 
side the field of science. The scientific leader 
lias an eye to single truth. He is committed to 
give up his ideas, pet beliefs, and interests if 
new evidence makes them dubious. 
Social. Executive and Mortal 
The soolal leader is one who performs before 
groups. He say build up for himself a hero role. 
•play to the gallery,* a.n& live on the admiring 
glances of his followers. 
By contrast the mental leader does his 
best work in seclusion. 
The executive leader possesses character¬ 
istics of both the soelal and mental leaders. 
Like the social leader he must be a man of the 
hour, Unlike the mental leader who usually has 
ample time he must make Important decisions on 
short notice. 
Autocratic■ Paternalistic and Tier-.ooratlo 
The Autocratic leader rules people with¬ 
out consulting them. He wields an iron club. 
He leads in terms of his own wishes, wants, 
desires; he molds the actions of others to suit 
his own plans. 
Paternalistic leadership in a small way is 
best known through the family where parents 
make decisions for the good of their children. 
Democratic leadership grows out of the 
needs of the group. It is humble rather than 
pompous. 
Prophet. Saint. Expert. Boss 
The Prophet is a spokesman. He is a rep¬ 
resentative of authority, and he speaks as one 
having authority. In religion he is a spokes¬ 
man of God and hence is •inspired41. 
The Saint is the exemplification of •soul¬ 
ful goodness,* he leads because he lives a holy 
life." 
The Expert represents the highest degree 
of specialisation. He leads because he has a 
knowledge in a particular field greater than 
anyone else. 
The Boss is an extrovertive person, a 
shrewd master who plays upon the feelings of 
others. He ranges from the coarse crude auto¬ 
crat in a factory to the suave politician. He 
19 direct, partisan and autocratic. 
A set of pictures of all the different types of leader¬ 
ship la somewhat baffling, yet it la essential to clear 
- 8 - 
thinking and careful analysis of leadership* It is essential 
/ * 
not only that one recognize each distinct type of leadership 
but that he observe where each overlaps with one or more of 
>% 
the other types. 
Leadership Qualities — An attempt to list qualities 
considered necessary or desirable for success as a leader 
soon brings one to the realization that the description Is 
that of the perfect man. As material man Is imperfect, lead¬ 
ers with all the desirable leadership qualities just do not 
exist. The number of qualities associated with leaders vary 
from a few to thirty or more depending upon the author. It 
should suffice to place these qualities In several concrete 
categories rather than to give a long list of vague adjectives. 
Barnardf lists the following categories: 
a. Vitality and endurance 
b* Decisiveness 
o. Persuasiveness 
d* Responsibility 
e. Intellectual capacity 
It shall be seen later that the teacher*• rating list 
used in this study was constructed with the above categories 
In mind. 
Related Studies — "The history of civilization la In 
a large part the biography of great men. So universal and 
enduring is the respect of eminence and greatness among men 
that personal qualities are often greatly overemphasized. 
(?) Barnard, C.G. Organization -?nd ManaKeaent 93ff- 
Outstanding achievements and contributions result from al¬ 
together too few of those who represent the highest in human 
development. That the most capable should assume the posi¬ 
tions of leadership has been an Ideal since the time of Plato. 
Terman,^ in 1904 made the first attempt of note to place 
the study of leadership on a scientific basis* He showed 
that leaders among school children tended to be larger, better 
dressed, brighter in school work, of more prominent parentage, 
less emotional and more suggestible than the automatons. 
Caldwell,found that high school pupils listed intelli¬ 
gence, dependability, social adaptability, age, and size in 
answering why particular Individuals were chosen as leaders. 
Hutting^- obtained such traits as obedience, honesty, 
fair play, trustworthiness. The leaders appeared to be above 
the average in intelligence and popularity. 
(8) Hunter, F.C. *An Analysis of Qualities Associated 
With Leadership Among College Students* Journal of gauca- 
Signal Psychology (1939) XXX pp. 497-509. 
(9) Terraan, L.M. *A Preliminary Study In the Psychology 
and Pedagogy of Leadership* Ss^seS^kSSX SgaiMEl XI (1904) 
pp. 413-451. 
(10) Caldwell, O.W. 8Some Factors in Training for 
Leadership* tefc, Scqpfldary SpftQpJL Princi¬ 
pal a 4th yearbook,(1920)pp. 2-13. 
(11) Nutting, L. R. 83oiBe Characteristics of Leadership* 
asb&LM&Jto*Ifrfcf, xrax (1923) ». 337-390. 
- 10 
Brown,12 found high school leaders to be selected with 
reference to Intelligence, scholarship, nativity of parents, 
economic status, health, physique and social status. 
The vast majority of studies have disclosed that Intelli¬ 
gence is a definite part of leadership. 
(12) Brown, M* "Leadership Among High School Pupils’* 
Teachers College, Columbia Unlv. Contributions to Bcucation 
No. 559, (1933). 
mmmji 
METHODS AMP TECHNICS USED 
IN THE SELECTION OP LEADERS 
CHAPTER II 
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES USED 
IN THE SELECTION OF LEADERS 
ent Day Methods of Selection — It would almost be 
impossible to list all of the various techniques used today 
in the selection of leaders* The methods are as many and as 
varied as the situations calling for leaders. 
In general, they are usually some variation of certain 
types of techniques* The most common of these are: (1) Accom¬ 
plishment and Performance; (2) Interview; (3) Rating Lists; 
(4) Psychological Tests; and (5) The Sociogram. 
It Is essential to a clear analysis of leadership that 
these basic types be understood* Once we have a clear picture 
of these basic types It will be possible to see where they 
overlap and also how other techniques are simply outgrowths 
of one or more of these basic techniques* 
(1) Performance and Aocoapllahnent: 
How a person acts and what he actually accomplished is 
In a large measure one of the best methods of evaluation for 
leadership that we have. To see nn Individual In action affords 
an opportunity for data we might otherwise be unable to pro¬ 
cure. In observation of his dealings with peers and superiors 
it Is possible to see patterns of conduct, certain traits he 
possesses and evaluate his ability to direct and guide. 
The accomplishments of an individual stem from hie per¬ 
formance and the manner in which he deals with his environment. 
13 - 
This affords us concrete evidence of hie capacities. In 
many respects it is a look at the past — to understand 
the future. Accomplishments as a result of certain poten¬ 
tialities is not inferred with this technique. The method 
affords a scientific basis for jud^ent. Performance and 
accomplishment might well be called the proving grounds 
of a leader. 
(2) me Interview 
Possibly the most common of all methods used in the 
selection of leaders is the interview. It is used by al¬ 
most every group in our society today to direct, evaluate 
and procure. Unfortunately, but understandably, the tech¬ 
niques which can be practiced with the least preparation 
and minimum understanding are the ones most likely to be 
used. Hence, the interview is used as the major technique 
in the present day method of leadership selection. It is 
used despite the fact that It has been subjected to rela¬ 
tively little research in terms of its techniques and their 
reliability over the wide range of its uses and purposes. 
Interviews are conducted by physicians, lawyers, priests, 
Journalists, detectives, social workers, psychiatrists, 
psychoanalysts, deans, research workers, employment managers, 
anthropologists, sociologists and others. Each a different 
technique, purpose and direction. All vary in validity and 
i 
reliability. 
An introduction is a means of social interview through 
which strangers may become friends, in like manner are the 
14 
debut and premiere, and alas - courtship is the interview of 
love. 
The OSS Assessment Staff^ declare the interview, despite 
its difficulties, ie one of the moat important of all appraisal 
techniques. 
(3) Rating Llsta; 
The rating scale is an instrument so widely used that 
there appears to be little need for a description of it here 
other than to say that it is a written formulation of subjec¬ 
tive Judgment, an attempt to put on paper a word like *morale* 
or ^leadership* and follow this with a 3 to 10 point series 
i 
of categories, such as good; mediocre; bad; or very poor; fair; 
good, excellent, and then ask one or more people to peg down, 
by check mark, their Judgments of an Individual. 
In the selection of leaders for this problem the author 
used the Rating list technique along with the Sociogram and 
Psychological tests. It is, therefore, important to go into 
a fuller description of these methods, why they were selected 
and how they were developed. 
Important to the purpose is the fact that many users of 
rating scales are not aware of the kinds of errors which crop 
into the recorded Judgments of even the most skillful raters 
and that multiply in those of untrained ones. Among these are 
the following errors: 
(1) Symonde, P. M. Pl-innoslng Personality and Conduct 
pp. 113-119. 
- 15 - 
Leniency— An Impulse on the part of many raters to be 
overgenerous In their appraisals, to feel that they do not 
want to limit another human being*s opportunities by express¬ 
ing unfavorable opinions of him. Sometimes this arises be¬ 
cause the raters are themselves warmly optimistic. Studies 
made of the efficiency rating of Army officers during the war 
indicated that, *97% were rated as •superior* or •excellent*. 
The other y% were rated in the remaining possible categories 
of the scale. More than 70% of the officers rated were said 
to be in the upper third of the group.* 
Central tendency — A common habit of some raters to 
assume that very few people are either wholly lacking in, or 
possess a high degree of the qualities being appraised and 
who therefore tend to bunch all of their Judgments around the 
middle of whatever scale they are using. 
Faulty logic — This is a common error committed by some 
raters who argue that since A looks and acts much like student, 
B, therefore B should be rated in the same way as A. 
Hale effect — This is the mistake of assuming that "noth- 
ing succeeds like success*1 or fails like failure. In this, 
for example, the teacher knows that the student once cheated 
and assumes, therefore, that he will always cheat. Or he 
knows that the young man did a superb Job in his course and 
concludes that he must be a brilliant student in all subjects. 
It is like calling Little Jack Horner a good boy on the basis 
(2) Kornhauser, A. W. "Reliability of Average Ratings’* 
J. Person. Research, pp. 309-31?* vol. V. 
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of pulling out one plum* 
In contrast to these basic errors, the following general- 
Izatlons regarding rating scales are based on research evidence 
which gives them some validity:^ 
1* Two ratings by the same Judge are no more valid 
than one* 
2. Judges do much better If they are Interested In 
the ratings they are making. 
3* Raters disagree because they observe Individuals 
in different types of situations. 
4. Self-ratings are too high on desirable traits 
and too low on undesirable traits, 
5* Parents overrate their children as a rule, but 
they may underestimate very superior children. 
6* Men are more lenient in their ratings than women* 
As ©an readily be seen from this brief review of some of 
the errors and fallacies in rating, reliability of scales varies 
with the traits being Judged, with the experience of the raters, 
with the purpose of the ratings, and with the conditions under 
which they are made. Even so, rating scales are often the 
best available instruments for collecting certain types of in¬ 
formation* It Is possible to use them provided one is consis¬ 
tently cautious In checking their reliability. The reliabil¬ 
ities or ratings reported in the literature tanc to run between 
correlations of from .40 to *6C. Under special conditions 
they may go higher. 
A 
Since the rating list was one of the techniques used in 
this study to select leaders It was Important that all of the 
(3) Guilford, A. ’•Facts Concerning Judges* Psychometric 
Method 3 pp. 276-277* 
above factors be considered and provisions made to control 
them if a reliable scale was to be used. The method of accom¬ 
plishing this be taken up in Chapter 17, ’’The Construction of 
the Sociogram and Rating List*. 
Length of Scale — No final determination has ever been 
made of the optimal number of steps to use in a rating scale. 
Freeman and Taylor indicate that most raters cannot differen¬ 
tiate beyond the accuracy of a seven point scale. Scales with 
aa few as three steps and as many as twenty are not uncommon. 
For most cases, a five-point scale with brief behavioral des¬ 
criptions of each will do a better Job and be easier too, than 
a longer scale with less concise step-identification. 
The Forced Choice Scale — In order to develop a more re¬ 
liable rating list many techniques were tried. About the most 
4 
successful and the newest is the "Forced Choice" scale. Since 
this technique was utilized in this study some underatending 
of it is important. 
The first extensive use of the *forced-choice* technique 
was in connection with the integration of temporary officers 
into the regular army. The philosophy of "forced-choice" is 
simple. Raters dislike saying anything derogatory about ratees. 
If forced to choose between two descriptions or statements 
about a man they will tend to say the more favorable if the 
other is closer to the truth. Therefore, If two equally fav¬ 
orable things are said about the rates (or not favorable), 
the rater has no reason not to tell the truth. 
t 
(4) Bisson, E. D. "The New Army Rating" Personnel Pay- 
£h3l°£l (1948) I, No. 3 p. 54. 
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* Forced-choice * rating is not easy to develop. But it is 
worthwhile. This Inhuman trick of forcing a rater to choose 
between arsenic and strangulation illustrates the lengths to 
which scientific psychology must go to make people use their 
intelligence rather than their emotions in appraising one an¬ 
other. 
(4) PBTchologloal Testa 
Most authors agree that personality is the essence of 
leadership success. That is, the factors which really pace 
performance lie in this area. A man may have the aptitudes 
(natural Intelligence) and proficiencies (background training) 
to be a leader. That he misses the boat - is not a success - 
la usually due to the relative absence of certain critical in¬ 
gredients in his personality* enough drive, social adaptive¬ 
ness, emotional balance, and moral fortitude to exercise con¬ 
trol. On this there is no argument. 
Since personality plays such an Important role In success 
* 
or failure of the leader, it is important to know something 
about it* What type of personality does a leader possess? 
What are the characteristics of this personality? Are there 
any aspects of this personality which are unique to leaders? 
These questions are basic to the present concept of leadership. 
This study will attempt to answer them. 
Use of Psychological Tests — Psychological tests are 
one means available for evaluating ability. A test score pro¬ 
vides an objective and quantitative description of an individ¬ 
ual^ capacities. It is objective in the sense that the 
19 
measurement Is made of the actual performance of the testee; 
i.e.# the score on the test is based upon what the individual 
does or does not do in a given test situation. The score 
therefore is not dependent upon another person10 Judgment, as 
is the case if an interview or a rating is used in making the 
assessment. It is quantitative in the sense that the descrip¬ 
tion is expressed in terms of amount. The ability being mea¬ 
sured is considered to be a continuum; i.e., to vary from no 
amount through increasing magnitudes to a very large amount. 
The score on the test is considered to reflect the relative 
amount of the ability possessed by the testee. 
Psychological tests have made very significant contrib¬ 
utions to the solution of problems of personality evaluation 
and are used continually in leadership studies. This is attes¬ 
ted by the ever-increasing demand for tests being made by the 
Armed Forces, business and industry In the selection of lead¬ 
ers. The successful use of tests by various government ser¬ 
vices and private Industries during the war and at the present 
time has added an immediate impetus tc the testing movement. 
Psychological tests were selected in this study to eval¬ 
uate the personality end mental ability of the people selec¬ 
ted through peer and teacher ratings. Through the use of 
such a technique it was possible to evaluate some of the as¬ 
pects of the leader*s personality make-up. It was also 
possible to achieve an indication of the mental capacity of 
the leader through a psychological test constructed to mea¬ 
sure intelligence. The selection of such a test will be 
• 20 - 
taken up later In the study. In order to have an understand¬ 
able and useful measure of mental capacity the test selected 
was one which yields an Intelligence Quotient commonly refer¬ 
red to as IQ. It is not to be Inferred that IQ alone is a 
criterion of leadership. However, because of its relation¬ 
ship to leadership success and since it was selected as one 
of the criteria in this study an understanding of its position 
in the present concept of leadership becomes important. 
The phrase "high IQ*, lias become In our time a sort of 
watchword. Many definitions and concepts of leadership stand 
or fall on It. The truth of the matter seems to be that there 
is no such watchword acting as the key to leadership understan¬ 
ding. 
Technically speaking, IQ, Is a measure of the ratio be- 
tween "mental age* and "chronological age.* If an individu¬ 
al *a total intelligence-test score is In line with the aver¬ 
age score possessed by persons of the same chronological age, 
he is said to have a mental age of that group; and as MA/CA 
s IQ, his Intelligence quotient Is 1.00- more commonly ex¬ 
pressed as 100. If, however, the individual^ test score In¬ 
dicates a mental age superior to others In his same age group, 
his intelligence is said to be superior (IQ of 100 plus). 
Since It has become customary to put a premium on intelli¬ 
gence in a great deal of Job placement, it is well to examine 
its record in predicting leadership success. That record 
strongly suggests, *(l) that a slightly above-average intelli¬ 
gence is good enough, -nd (2) that an extremely high IQ, 
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unless joined with high eocial adaptability and emotional 
control factors, can be detrimental to leadership in the 
world of practical affairs, 
Two contradictory concepts have come into being with 
respect to individuals possessing high intelligence. One 
school holds that possession of extremely high intelligence 
is the *open-sesameB to all leadership success; the man with 
the brilliant school record is equally outstanding In all 
the other requisites. The other school holds that those who 
are exceptionally gifted in this area are museum pieces - 
—\ 
useless for any practical purpose other than to solve long¬ 
hair problems off in the isolation of an ivory tower. It is 
not difficult to see that both are wrong* 
Many whose mental powers are more than adequate to deal 
with the intellectual aspects of a leader1s function lack one 
or more of the other essentials to success, such as drive or 
social effectiveness. Others, gifted with extreme intellec¬ 
tual powers, are equally well endowed with the other attrib¬ 
utes required. 
It should be obvious that? (1) leaders must have intel¬ 
lectual ability sufficient to cope with the problems they are 
required to solve, and (2) intellectual ability alone Is far 
from all it takes to make a successful leader. It is important 
(5) Watson, H.S. Selecting the Supervisory Forces 
pp. 3-11. 
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ln evaluating candidates to be neither unduly impressed nor 
prejudiced by high intelligence. 
To date most leadership research has been with general 
intelligence tests. As long ago as the first World War it 
was established that officers make significantly higher in¬ 
telligence scores than do enlisted men; also it is well known 
that business executives score higher than the rank-^na-file 
employees in their concern.^ 
(5) The SocloKram 
The sociogram wee the backbone of this leadership study. 
The technique of Its construction follows a new trend estab¬ 
lished by the Air Force.^ The stress situation is original 
and perhaps new* This study was constructed to evaluate the 
''direct leader1* as defined earlier in Chapter I — the socio- 
gram indicated this leader. Since this device plays the major 
role In the selection of leaders it is of the utmost import- 
V 
ance that it be understood. 
The sociogram is a device for studying the social struc¬ 
ture of groups. Characteristics of an individual, including 
his popularity, may be studied by the Guess Who method, but 
the sociogram gives further insight by identifying cliques, 
8 
hierarchies of leadership, and other social groupings. The 
(6) 01Connor, J. Characteristics of Successful Execu¬ 
tives pp. 118-130. 
(7) Jenkins, J. G. Sociograra Used by U.S.A.F. to Select 
Squadron Leaders 
(85 Cronbaeh, L. J. Essentials of Psychological Testing 
p. 408. 
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aociograra was developed by Moreno? Although the technique 
has been amended in various ways the beat procedure is to re¬ 
quest members of a group to indicate their choices for com¬ 
panions in a particular activity or a leader in a specific sit¬ 
uation. 
*The Sociogram has frequently been used to find leaders 
in a group. Depending upon the functions demanded of a leader 
in a particular group, one can ask what persona the members 
would like to have represent their interests or lead them in 
a particular situation.*^0 
The soclograa is a socioraetric technique. The validity 
and reliability of sociometrlo devices differ somewhat from 
the usual statistical concept of these terms. Because the 
behavior sample in question yhen any group is studied is di¬ 
rectly meaningful without an outside criterion or definite 
point of reference, the usual test concept of validity does 
not apply.^ 
Rewstetter, Feldstein, and Newcomb1^reported an average 
reliability of .95 based on data collected over a period of 
(9) Koreno, J. L. Who Shall Survive? 
(10) Newcomb, T. M. Social Psychology p. 508. 
(11) Jennings, H. H. Leadership and Isolation:_LAWiZ 
of Personality in Interpersonal Relations pp. 28-31. 
(12) Rewstetter, W. X. Feldatien, Marc J. and Newcomb, 
T. M. ftrotra Adjustment p. 35* 
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four weeks with readninistration of the sociogram• Zel- 
en y13 reported reliability coefficients ranging from .93 
to .95 on the readninistration of a sociograin on successive 
days. The general conclusion seems to be that acceptance 
or rejection, of the Individual does not change rapidly. 
Hanson**1' and Brlekwell*^ further attest to the validity 
of this technique in the study of leadership and evaluate 
various other situations to which it can be applied. Al¬ 
though sociometric methods are new, when used correctly 
they present one of the best modern approaches to the study 
of group dynamics. 
The sociogram used in this study served a dual purpose. 
The first was to provide a situation geared to select the 
le dere; the second was to determine the percentage of lead¬ 
ers whose parent1s occupation was at the professional, serai- 
prof eesional or laboring level. 
Professional is here defined as those occupations which 
demanded college preparation. Semi-professional, those occu¬ 
pations requiring some type of schooling beyond high school 
and laboring those occupations requiring less than a high 
school education. 
(13) Zeleny, L. D. "Socioraetry of Morale* American 
HocloloKloal Review IV (1939) pp. 799-808. 
(14) Hanson, E. H* "Are Sociometrlo Studies Dangerous* 
E.Sch.Journal V (Dec. 1950) p. 186 
(15) Brickwell, A. M. "What You Can Do With Sociograms" 
Engl. Journal XXXIX (May 1950) pp. 256-261. 
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This information was acquired by simply asking the stu¬ 
dents to fill in their parent*3 occupation in a space provid 
ed on the sociograin. 
/ 
CHAPTER III 
APPROACH TO PROBLEM 
CHAPTER III 
APPROACH TO PROBLEM 
This study Is an attempt to supply a needed background 
In leadership on the classroom level. The study la concerned 
with a senior high school group. It will attempt to discover 
whether or not school leaders exemplify any unique character¬ 
istics. 
Techniques used in this study will be the sociogram; in¬ 
telligence test; rating list; and personality Inventory* 
(1) Statement of the Problem — The problem attempts 
to determine whether leaders selected by sociometric choice 
evidence any particular mental, physical and social charac¬ 
teristics which are unique to them In degree and/ or kind. 
The procedure used Is as follows? 
1. Selection of a group of ^direct leaders.* 
2. Correlation of teacher rating and peer rating 
of these leaders to check validity of original 
selection. 
3. Administration of tests. Significance of 
scores* 
4. Study of socio-economic background; body build; 
health and social status* 
5. Evaluation of data. Uniqueness of characteris¬ 
tics* 
6. The "typical leader* of this study. 
(2) Selection pf Subjects — Two senior high schools 
were used In this study yielding a combined senior class of 
about two-hundred students. The two schools ore located In 
different cities - one la a public school, the other a private 
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school. The entire senior class of both schools was involved 
in this study. 
These two schools were selected because of their similar 
size and also because they use a similar standardized testing 
program which would yield comparable norms. They also resem¬ 
ble each other in extent of extra-curricula? program and ath¬ 
letic program. The latter is really incidental to the problem. 
(3) Selection of Teachers — The teachers participating 
in this study were recommended in an interview with each high 
school principal. Ten senior class teachers who were in a 
position to know the students sufficiently to rate them, were 
selected from each high school. Later, each student selected 
as a leader was rated independently by these ten teachers on 
a twenty-five point forced-choice scale* 
The teachers selected were acquainted with the nature 
and purpose of the study. Their cooperation was invaluable. 
(4) Selection of Materials 
A. The SocloCTam — The sociogram is the backbone 
of this study. It is a modern technique of evaluating group 
dynamics and is more and more being used in the selection of 
leaders especially in the Armed Forces. Through its use & 
group may be placed in any situation which the author deems 
necessary and asked to respond for a specific trait he desires 
to measure. It can be varied all the way from the *G-uesa 
Who" type of test which gets at popularity to the situational 
type of test used in this study. 
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*Appraisal of personality by situational action tests 
is one of the most challenging ideas ever put forward ... 
It is novel, scientifically feasible, especially appropriate 
for leadership selection.* 
Advocates of the situational stress technique speak en- 
2 1 
thus last leal ly of its application to German and British*^ 
officer selection and to the appraisal of our own O.S.S. 
it 
agents during the last World War. 
The sociogram was thus selected for the present study. 
The next step was to develop some situational stress condition 
which would Involve the students to a high degree* Not only 
was a stress situation necessary but It had to be a specific 
type of stress so that the "direct leader" evolved as the key 
figure. The situation then, had to call for action, it had 
to be crucial and a great deal had to depend upon successful 
selection of the leader. These were the criteria upon which 
it was developed* 
Several situations were developed before a final selec¬ 
tion was made. Each attacked the problem from a somewhat 
(1) Freeman, G. L.,Taylor, S. K. Bov To Pick headers 
p. 168. 
(2) Ansbacher H. "Selecting the Nazi Officer" Infantry 
Journal (19^3) P* **91* 
(3) Garforforth, F, L. "War Office Selection Board* 
Occupational PayoholoCT XIX (1945) pp. 96-108. 
(4) Murray, H. A. and MacKinnon, P, "Assessment of 
O.S.S. Personnel* Journal of Consulting Psychology X (1946) 
pp. 76-80. 
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different frame of reference yet each followed the criteria 
set up. Since stress was to be at a premium the situation 
had to be crucial. The final selection developed placed the 
seniors on a hypothetical expedition to study science in the 
Arctic. As they near their destination they collide with an 
iceberg, lose the crew of their ship, and are forced to sel¬ 
ect a leader to guide them over-land to their destination. 
Each is asked to place his life In the leader*s hands, all 
are to stand or fall by the selection. In the hypothetical 
stress situation the students are reminded that a friend does 
not necessarily constitute a good leader and that If they 
should select on the basis of friendship alone, they may well 
have to pay for this mistake with their lives.^ 
$. rseleotlon of Personality Inventory — The Bern- 
reuter Personality Inventory was selected for use in this 
study. This inventory was designed for use with adolescents 
and adults. It was stated earlier in this study that person¬ 
ality was the essence of leadership success, hence, it is 
important to secure a well validated personality inventory. 
The Bernreuter Personality Inventory has been popular in 
leadership studies because of the aspects of personality mea¬ 
sured. It is possible to achieve both standard scores and 
percentile scores on this inventory and norms have been pub¬ 
lished for standardization on 2400 high school boys and girls. 
A psychograph can be used for diagnostic evaluation. This 
(5) See ”Sociogram* in Appendix. 
(6) A description of this test will be found in the 
Appendix. 
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inventory covers seven areas of personality make-up: neu¬ 
rotic tendency; self-sufflclence; introversion-extroversion; 
dominance submission; confidence in oneself; and sociability. 
The Berareuter Personality has been used in leadership studies 
7 8 0 by Bloom' St. Clair and Richardson7 8 9 with success. The 
recognition of potential leaders by socially desirable scores 
on the Bernreuter has been shown possible in these studies. 
Correlations of rating lists with the Bernreuter are reported 
in the literature to be about .45* 
C. Selection of Intelligence Test — The intelligence 
test selected for this study was "Otis Quick-Scoring Mental 
« 
Ability Tests*1, Comma form C. This test is self-administer¬ 
ing and can be scored with ease. The Otis Self-Administering 
Test was designed for use with senior higfc school and college 
students. The norms for the test are based on the distribu¬ 
tions of scores for about 120,000 people. The test yields 
a measure of intelligence in terms of the IQ and also presents 
standard scores for comparison of results with other tests. 
(7) Bloom, B. S. "Further Validation of the Bernreuter 
Personality Inventory" Penn. State College Studies, ln_Muca- 
tloru, (Rov. 14, 1936). 
(8) St. Clair, Vf.L. "Certain Aspects of the Validity 
of the Bernreuter Personality Inventory" J. Educational 
Psychology XXVIII (1937) pp. 530-540. 
(9) Richardson, H. M. "Leadership as Related to the 
Bernreuter Personality Inventory* J. Soc. Psychol. XVII 
(1943) PP. 237-249. 
* A description of this test will be given in the Appen¬ 
dix. 
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b* Selection of the K<-tlra? List — In Chapter 21 
considerable discussion of Hating Lists was taken up* It 
was pointed out that the 8forced-choice* type of rating Hot 
was the most modern and perhaps the most reliable technique 
in the area* For this reason “forced-choice0 became an Im¬ 
portant criterion in the selection of a rating list* Other 
criteria set up were; 1* measurement of leadership; 2. in¬ 
dependent and creative thinking; 3« popularity; 4* ability 
to convey ideas; and 5* reliability of individual in compari¬ 
son with hi a fellows* *11 of these criteria are important 
in the evaluation of a person selected as a leader* Without 
such information an incomplete and distorted picture of the 
leader would be presented. These criteria are the same as 
those set down by the committee to select leaders for an F.C. 
10 Austin Scholarship at Northwestern University.* Although 
it was used on a graduate level the basis upon which it was 
crested and the traits measured are universal and can be app¬ 
lied to any age level* 
The rating list vised by the Austin Scholarship Committee 
permits a quantitative as well as a qualitative evaluation 
of the individual* It Is possible on this “forced-choice* 
scale to receive from one to five points on each of the five 
oriteria mentioned, hence, a maximum of 25 points on be attain¬ 
ed on the scale. A quantitative evaluation permits correla¬ 
tion with such variables as the soclogram which is exactly what 
(1C) Freeman, G.L. Plow to Pick Leaders pp. 128-130 
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la desired in the study. 
Here, then, la a scale which fits all of the requirements 
set up. It has the added advantage of being used for some 
time In the evaluation of potential leaders and research has 
brought It up to date. Its value Is self-evident. 
It is of the utmost Importance to this study that a scale 
be used which will evaluate leaders as scientifically as 
possible; this means a scale which will measure more than one 
aspect of personality. The Scale used to select Austin schol¬ 
ars is Just such a measure. It wag, therefore, selected as 
the rating scale in the present study. The author acquainted 
&r. G* L* Freeman, originator of the scale, with the nature 
of the present research and received permission to use his 
* 
scale• 
E* Concept of Body Type — Body type of the leaders 
will be noted with reference to Sheldon*s Theory of Constitu¬ 
tional types. His general classifications are: Endomorphic, 
Mesomorphic and Ectomorphic. 
The inclusion of Sheldon*s theory of body type in this 
9tudy does not mean that the classification was a criterion 
of a leader. Sheldon* s theory has not been subject to enough 
research to bring about any degree of reliability or signifi¬ 
cance. It is here noted only as a point of interest in pass¬ 
ing. One of the major exceptions to Sheldon*s theory is that 
the population should follow a trlmodal distribution while 
other things follow a normal distribution. 
# The original scale will be found in the Appendix. 
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(F) Socio-Economic Status of Leaders— The leaders 
were classified as coming from a professional, a semi-pro¬ 
fessional or a laboring class, the classification being 
based on data gathered from the information blank on the 
sociogram. 
/ 
The percentage of leaders belonging to these classes 
may be found in Chapter IV. This information as to the 
status of the leaders is included to provide a broader scope 
to the problem and not as a criterion of leadership. 
(5) Use of Instruments — In carrying out this study 
after the selection of the schools, students, and teachers 
had been made the soclogram was administered. 
Arrangoents were made with each school for a suitable 
period during the class day for administration of the instru¬ 
ments used in evaluation. 
About two-hundred copies of the sociogram were prepared 
each providing a space for the individual^ nine and occupa¬ 
tion of parent. 
The first high school was then visited and the senior 
class brought together in a central room. When all were 
present a brief outline of the study was described to them 
and their OOOperatlon asked. Mention was made of the impor¬ 
tance of honesty in answering the questions of the soclogmm 
and an explanation of its general procedure given. Time was 
allotted for a reading of the sociogram and then a period in 
which the students could ask questions relative to the 
sociogra®. This accomplished, the students were asked to re¬ 
read the sociogram and complete it. The same technique of 
administration was applied in both schools* 
With the sociograra completed, the way was prepared for 
the rating lists* The rating of the leaders was the second 
step in the approach to the problem* 
The scoring of the sociogram took some time as over two- 
hundred of these lists were involved. However, as soon as 
the final leaders were selected by frequency of nomination a 
listing of these people was made* The names of the leaders 
were placed on the rating lislB for distribution to the teach¬ 
ers. Each students name appeared on ten rating lists. 
Once the data had been compiled from the sociogram a 
second meeting was arranged with the schools. At this meet¬ 
ing the author, in conjunction with the principals, made the 
final selection of teachers who were to participate as raters. 
These teachers met with the principal and were acquainted 
with the nature and purpose of the study. When all were fam¬ 
iliar with the situation they were given the rating lists to 
complete. These lists were to be returned to the school office. 
From this point on the general involvement of the school, 
students, and teachers ended. ?rom here on the study was one 
of evaluation of data «nd administration of other techniques 
which Involved only the leaders and author. 
From the soclogra® evolved the leader, from the rating 
list oame his significance as measured by his teachers. At 
this point the leaders had received two scores: one from his 
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peers on the sociogram, and the other from hl3 teachers on 
the rating list, The study of unique traits was now step 
three In the approach. 
Five boys and five girls from each high school were 
selected from the list of leaders as being the highest of 
their groups. Arrangements were made for a meeting with these 
leaders for further evaluation. At this meeting the students 
were asked to take an intelligence test and a personality in¬ 
ventory. These students already had been acquainted with the 
study and all agreed to participate. Several of the stucents 
were absent at the time established for one of the tests and 
had to take it at a later date. However, all participated 
in the study. 
The students who were to continue with this study were 
not told that they were "leaders* but rather that they had 
been selected to proceed further into the study. 
In high school A the administration of the Intelligence 
test was eliminated as the students had already taken this 
test as part of the high school testing program and readminis¬ 
tration was not necessary. Following the intelligence teat 
the students at a second meeting took the personality inven¬ 
tory. Scoring of these tests and final evaluation followed. 
This Chapter has given a statement of the problem and 
a general description of the subjects, materials and techni¬ 
ques involved. The following chapter will deal with the in¬ 
struments In further detail, discussing their validity, sig¬ 
nificance and pertinent data determined in the findings. 
CHAPTER IV 
INTERPRETATION OP BATA 
CHAPTER IV 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
(1) Aminlstratlon of the Soclorram — In the adminis¬ 
tration of the soologram, the needed attention necessary to 
insure accuracy of its outcome was t ken Into consideration. 
The details of administration — the preliminary arrangements, 
working conditions, the instructions and accuracy of scoring 
were followed as meticulously as possible, in order to insure 
the greater likelihood that the results would be of real 
value to others. All of the materials administered in this 
study followed the same pattern of standard procedure men- 
tioned above. 
The sociogram was administered to the entire senior class 
of both high schools at the same time. Both m^le and female 
students were Involved. Although the same situation was used 
for both male and female students the soclograms had blank 
spaces left at appropriate places where either "boys" or 
"girls* was filled In after distribution.* The boys were In¬ 
structed to fill in the names of two boys they would be will¬ 
ing to follow as leaders in the sociogram stress situation 
and the girls were asked to fill in the names of two girls. 
The sociograms for boys and girls were separated and scored. 
(2) Selection of Leaders — Once the soclograms had 
been completed by the students the next task was to tabulate 
the results and determine the leaders. To do this a frequency 
table was constructed listing the number of students selected 
and the frequency of selection or nominations received. Fre- 
* Sociogram appears In Appendix 
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quency of selection varied from one nomination to as many as 
thirty-five for the individual students. Scoring the socio- 
gram shoved that only sixty-one names out of a possible tvo- 
hundred appeared. Almost half of this number received four 
nominations or fewer* In Figure 1 the distribution and fre¬ 
quency range of scores on the sociograa is shown* 
(3) Critical Putting Point — In both high schools the 
number of girls in the senior class was greater than the num¬ 
ber of boys. Therefore, to set a certain number of nomina¬ 
tions as the requirement for selection as a leader would pena¬ 
lize the boys since their nomination potential was smaller. 
It became necessary, therefore, to establish a cutting point 
so that only the twenty highest leaders would be selected. 
Five boys and five girls were to be selected from each high 
school to continue in the study. 
This cutting point was selected so that no student would 
be considered re a leader unless he had received one-sixth 
* 
or better of the maximum number of nominations possible for 
his group. For example, in a class of thirty boys it would 
be neoessary for a boy to receive at least five nominations 
in order to be considered a leader. The same procedure was 
followed with the girls. The level established by this cut¬ 
ting point made possible a selection of five boys and five 
girl8 from the highest number of nominations from each high 
school. The twenty leaders were now selected. 
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Figure 1 
Figure 1 shows the distribution of scores on the sociogram. 
Students receiving fewer than 8 nominations were not considered. 
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It Is to be noted that in one high school neither the 
class president nor the president of the student council re¬ 
ceived enough nominations on the sociogram to be considered 
as leaders. To check on this occurence several teachers who 
knew these students well were consulted as to why they had 
made such a poor showing. All of the teachers consulted made 
the same statement, ’♦’They are not real leaders.** These tea¬ 
chers had not been told ahead of time that the presidents* 
low scores had disqualified them. All they knew was that 
they had scored low. This would seem to indicate that the 
sociogram was a highly sensitive instrument. 
The validity of the soologram as a method of selecting 
leaders rests upon these factss 
1. A significant correlation between the 
sociogram and the teachers rating of 
the leaders. 
2. A significant correlation between the 
"Lender* score on the rating list and 
the sociogram.* 
3* Consistent high performance of the lead¬ 
ers on all tests. 
(4) Method uaed In computing Correlations — In this 
study four scores were available for each individual. It 
was of the utmost Importance in establishing validity for 
the data to Inquire into the relationship among these measures. 
Such Inquiries were answered by the method of correlation; 
that is, by obtaining the coefficient of correlation, which 
is a numerical expression of the amount and direction of the 
* The "Leader* score is derived from the first item on 
the rating list. See topic (8) The Rating List, in this Chapter 
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relationship between the two series of measures. The correla¬ 
tion coefficients computed in this study were by the rank- 
difference method.^ The formula for this method Is: 
p = i - _JL£EL_ 
NOf1 2 -1) 
(5) Interpreting the .Coefficient of Correlation — In 
Interpreting the coefficient of correlation, two things were 
considered. The first was the sign of the coefficent which 
indicated the direction of relationship either positive or neg¬ 
ative. The second was the magnitude or size of the coefficient 
which Indicated the degree or closeness of the relationship. 
Table I shows the level of significance of the Correlation.2 
Table I 
Values of Correlation Coefficient Required 
for Significance. At the 5 per cent and 1 
per cent levels for Samples of Various Sizes 
(H) 
m 
20 
N s Number of Cases 
From the Table I it is possible to establish the level 
of significance of each of the correlations in the study. If 
(1) Ross, C.C. He^surer-ent in Todays Schools p. 241. 
(2) Lind mist, E. F. Statistical An*lysis in Educational 
Research p. 212. 
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a correlation is significant at the $% level, it means that 
there are five chances in one hundred that the relationship 
found could have occurred by pure chance ©lone. Correlations 
yielding a $% level of significance or less are acceptable in 
Educational and Psychological research. 
(6) Ststlgtiop,! Amlyala of the Soclorcram — A study 
of Figure 2 and 3 will show that the sociogram correlates be¬ 
tween .50 and .71 with teachers ratings. From Table I it can 
be seen that such a correlation Is significant at the level. 
Correlation between the aociogram and the "Leader* score on 
the rating list ranges between .53 end .80. Again, these are 
significant at the 2$ level and below. Finally, the correla¬ 
tion between the sociogram end the IQ score of the leaders 
ranges from .52 to .75 which are found to be significant at 
the 10 level and below. 
The high correlation of the aociogram with the '‘Leader* 
score on the rating list Is one of the most significant of the 
study. The "Leader* score provided the teacher with an oppor¬ 
tunity to rate the aociogram leader from "Outstanding as a 
leader" all the way down to "Distinctly a follower*. Therefore, 
if the sociogram did not correlate highly with this score it 
would not be possible to consider those selected as true lead¬ 
ers. A low correlation or no correlation between these two 
variables would force one to accept the fact that popular and 
not students with leadership ability were being selected. It 
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LW&A-Z.. 
CORRELATIONS OF CRITERIA 
High School A - Boys 
1. Soolo^raia .53 ,80 *53 
2. Batina List „51 .76 *57 
3. ^Leader* Score .80 *76  .60 
4. Id Score .53 .57 .80 
---— - . 
- 
High School A - Girls 
Xt,,, r..lx.— —its. 
1* Soclorrra® *54 .63 .55 
2. RatlnaLtst . .54.. L .71 , .64  
3. ‘'Leader Score* .62 *71 .63 
4. XQ Score, L *55 . .64 .63 
Figure 2 shows the correlations of the variables In 
this study with each other. 
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Figure 1 
CORRELATIONS OF CRITERIA 
High School B - Boys 
If. Socio&ram .50 t?8 ...54. 
... Hating List .50 .69 .61 
l*. ‘♦Leader11 Score . .56 
IQ. score . .54 .61 , .56 
High School B - Girls 
1*__ft.*....,.,.JLl ..., At, 
1. Sociopyam .66 .61 
2. Rating Lint i21 .6? .75 
3. “Leader* Score .68 .69 . 64 
4*. IQ score _ .61 .75  .64 
Figure 3 shows the correlations between the 
variables in this study. 
would be Illogical to discount the ratings of ten different 
teachers who were familiar with the student* 
(7) Soclo-Soonoralo Background — From the blanks pro¬ 
vided at the beginning of the sociograra for socio-economic in¬ 
formation the following was given: 
/ 
Level Percentage of headers 
Professional 32$ 
Semi-Pro feeslonal 20% 
Laborers 48$ 
From the above figures there seems to be no real sig¬ 
nificant difference in the leaders. Professional and Semi- 
Professional groups have a very slight edge over the laboring 
group* 
(8) The Rating List — Once the leaders were established 
from the soclogras the study continued* The next step was to 
have the leaders rated by their teachers as another measure 
of their ability and as a check back on the sociogram. Selec- 
v 
tion of the rating list has been discussed in Chapter III. It 
will suffice here to state that the scale used covered five 
areas for leadership evaluation.* The first item on the scale 
is referred to as the ’•Leader" score and has been correlated 
with other variables in the study. 
In order to achieve a valid estimate of each student it 
was decided to have ten teachers rate b3ai. Ae was pointed out 
in Ch pter III, the teachers were selected by the principals 
of each high school. They had been selected because they had 
had sufficient contact with the students involved to render 
a reliable Judgment. 
* The rating list used will be found in the Appendix. 
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Tw-huridred rr.ting lists were districted to twenty 
teachers for evaluation. The teachers vers acquainted with 
the study and given a period of one veil for completion. The 
teachers were interested in the study and cooperated fully. 
All of the rating lists distributed vere returned scored. 
Pros the ten rating lists each student had a possibility of 
receiving 250 points. Hie score on the rating list was his 
average score of ten ratings. 
Figure 4 presents a Histogram showing the distribution 
of average scores on the rating list for both sales and fe¬ 
males. 
Figure » 
Histogram showing distribution of average scores on 
rating list. 
Average Score 
From Figure 2 and 3 It Is evident that the rating list 
correlates with the soclogram between *50 and .71. Correla¬ 
tions of this magnitude are significant at the 2,% level and 
lower. 
Internal consistency of the Hating hist can be seen In 
the high correlations between the Hating List and the "Leader* 
score. Said correlations range from .69 to .76 which are alg- 
\ 
nlfleant below the 1# level# 
(9) The "I^e^der* Hoove — K& has been mentioned earlier 
the ’’Leader" score was derived from the first item on the rat¬ 
ing list. This Item gave the teachers an opportunity to rate 
* 
the leaders on the basis of five points from "Outstanding as 
a leader* to distinctly a follower*. The "Leader” score was 
also used to check the validity of peer rating on the soolo- 
grara and establish the hypothetical stress situation as a valid 
technique in the selection of leaders. The score was further 
used to check the Internal consistency of the rating list by 
correlating the viiole list with one of its roost significant 
parts. 
Frora Figure 2 and 3 It can be seen that the "Leader* 
score correlated between .62 and .80 with the soclogramj be¬ 
tween .69 and .76 with the rating list; and between .56 and 
.76 with IQ score. These correlations are significant below 
the if level. 
(10) otj,n (Xilck-Bcorlnpc Mental Ability Tegjfc, — The pur¬ 
pose of this test was to measure the Rental ability of the 
leaders - thinking power or the degree of maturity of the mind. 
s or the leaders are shown in Tacie jlx warn rnexr 
wr scores and frequency of occurrence. 
Table II 
The IQ Scores of the Leaders 
Raw Score Humber of Students 
75 2 
71 2 
66 1 
6l 4 
59 1 
57 3 
56 4 
53 2 
47 1 
* av. 8 60.4 N. « 20 
She Table IX It Is seen that the IQ, scores of the 
red from 106 to 134 with a mean of 119* According 
*s categories of Intelligence a mean of 119 Is con* 
She "superior* level. 
Latlons between the sociogram and XQ range from .5! 
*een IQ and rating list from *57 to *75# *nd final! 
ind "Leader" score from *56 to .80. These are sig' 
the 1# level. 
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(XX) Administration of the Bernreuter Personality In¬ 
ventory — The inventory is self-administering, with no set 
time limit, and usually takes from 20 to 30 minutes. AH of 
the leaders took this Inventory at the same time. They were 
not told what the Inventory measured so that they would not 
try to distort their consideration of the questions. 
The inventory covers six areas of adjustment with weights 
ranging from 7 to -7. These weights were determined by rela¬ 
tionship to the parent inventories by the author of the inven¬ 
tory. 
An explanation of the six scales is as follows*^ 
Bl-N. A measure of neurotic tendency. Persons 
scoring high on this scale tend to be emotion¬ 
ally unstable. Those scoring above the 98 per¬ 
centile would probably benefit from some psy¬ 
chiatric or medical advice. Those scoring low 
tend to be exceptionally well adjusted to life. 
B2-8. A measure of self-sufficiency. Persons 
scoring high on this scale prefer to be alone, 
rarely ask for sympathy or encouragement, and 
tend to Ignore the advice of others. Those 
scoring low dislike solitude and often seek ad¬ 
vice and encouragement. 
B3-I. A measure of introversion-extroversion. 
Parsons scoring high on this scale tend to be 
Introverted; that is, they are imaginative and 
tend to live within themselves. Scores above 
the 98# bear the same significance as do simi¬ 
lar scores on the Bl-N scale. Those scoring 
low are extroverted; that is, they rarely worry, 
seldom suffer emotional upsets, and rarely sub¬ 
stitute day dreaming for action. 
B4-t>. A measure of dominance-submission. Per¬ 
sons scoring high on this scale tend to domin¬ 
ate others In face-to-face situations. Those 
scoring low tend to be submissive. 
(3) Super, D. E. Appraising Vocational Fitness 
pp. 497-499. 
FI—C. A measure of confidence in oneself. 
Persons scoring high on this scale tand to 
be haraperingly self-conscious and to have 
feelings of Inferiority; those scoring above 
the 98$ would probably benefit from psychi¬ 
atric or medical advice. Those scoring low 
tend to be wholeaoraely self-confident and 
to be very well adjusted to their environ¬ 
ment • 
F2-S. A measure of sociability. Persons 
scoring high on this scale tend to be non- 
social, solitary, or ind©pendent. Those 
scoring low tend to be sociable and gregari¬ 
ous. 
Example: A score of 87 indicated that 87$ of those pre¬ 
viously tested of the Individual’s own sex, scored lower than 
he did and only 13$ scored the same or higher. A score of 
50 is average because it indicates that 50$ of those tested 
received equal scores. 
In order to determine whether or not the scores of the 
leaders in the above ereas were significant, they were com¬ 
pared to the scores of high school male and female students 
4 published by the author of the Inventory. These percentile 
norms are shown in Table III. 
(4) Bernreuter, R. G. "Tentative Percentile Norms" 
The Personallty Inventory Manual p. 1. 
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Tentative Norms of Bernreuter Personality Inventoi'y 
HlKh School Bom 
Bl-N B2-S B3-I B4-D FI-C F2-S 
Mean 51# 50# 52# 51# 55# 48# 
Standard 
Deviation 75.0 
145 
48.4 46.6 54.8 90.0 62.9 
Number of Cases 186 18? 186 200 200 
High School airla 
Bl-N B2-S B3-I B4-D Fl-C F2-S 
Mean 53# 50# 54# 48# 52# 51# 
Standard 
Deviation 78.2 56.6 47.6 59.6 75.4 56.4 
Number of Cases 121 160 160 160 150 150 
Significance of scores achieved by the leaders can now 
be seen by comparing the Mean percentiles of Table III with 
Table IV. Significant scores are here considered those scores 
which are at le^st one standard deviation from the mean. This 
will mean that the leader must achieve a desirable score charac 
teristic of the top third of the high school population tested. 
Comparison of these two tables shows that on scales 
Bl-N; B3-I; B4-D; and Fl-C the leaders scored over one standard 
deviation from the mean in these areas. Profiles of the male 
and female leaders can be seen in Figures 5# ^ 
average profile of all leaders can be seen in Figure 9» 
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Table IV 
Mean percentile scores of Lenders on Bernreuter Inventory 
Bl-N B2-S B3-1 B4-D Fl-C F2-3 
Mean Boys 15** A 70* 25** 90% A 20** JgL 35* 
Mean Girls 17* 63* 19* 82^ 20% 35* 
# Mean percentiles which vary more than one 
standard deviation from the mean percen¬ 
tile of high school male and female students 
In general. 
Performance of the leaders on this Inventory manifest 
that they are non neurotic as a group; have somewhat above av¬ 
erage scores in self-sufficiency; tend to be somewhat extro- 
verslve; their personality shows very strong traits of domin¬ 
ance which still allows them to be social; and finally it can 
be seen that they have a great deal of confidence In themselves 
much more than the average 3tudent. 
The above Is a consistent pattern established by the 
leaders. It is typical of all the leaders studied. 
(12) Some Items Prom the Personality Inventory — In 
order to gain further insight Into the personality of the lead¬ 
ers certain questions were selected from the inventory and per¬ 
centages of response calculated. Some of the responses are 
listed below. 
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Figure S 
Bernreuter Report of High School A 
SflZt 
m=S B2=s aa=I M=£ JBL=fi JE2=fl 
7# 1Z% X5% 90* 10# 3^ 
^Planati^on.pf.,, Spa^eg 
Bl-N A measure of neurotic tendency. how score desirable. 
B2-S A measure of self-sufficiency. High score desirable. 
B3-I A measure of Introversion-extroversion. Extrovert scores low. 
BWl A. measure of dominance-submission, dominance score is high. 
Pl-C A measure of confidence In oneself. Low score desirable. 
F2-3 A measure of sociability. Those scoring low tend to be 
social. 
lgUrO y 1* can lw woh v 
high or low in all the areas desirable 
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Bernreuter Report of High School A 
Girl a 
B2-3 BA—D £L=fi 
ZggmaiiM 
10? 67? 15* 90? 16? 35? 
Bl-M A EC-rare of neurotic tendency. A low score Is desirable. 
B2-3 A measure of self-rufflclency. A high ^core is desirable. 
B3-I A measure of introversion-extroversion. Extrovert Scores low. 
BA—D A measure of dominance-submission. High score shows dom¬ 
inance* 
FI—0 A measure of confidence in oneself. A low score is des¬ 
irable. 
F2-8 A measure of sociability. Those scoring low tend to be 
social. 
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Prom Plgtzre 6 It can be seen that the girls scored sig 
niflcantly high or lov In all of the 'vpeas desirable. 
Ap ea!i5?r a ®or* complete cescri^tlon of these scales see 
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FlKur* 7 
Bernreuter Report of High School B 
Boys 
Percentllea 
21% 55% 19% 77% 30? 30? 
Explanation of Scales 
Bl-I A sea sure of neurotic tendency. A low score la desirable. 
B2—3 A ne a sure of self-sufficiency. A high score is desirable. 
B3-I A sea sure of introversion-extroversion. Extrovert scores low. 
B4—D A measure of donlimnce-aubcisalon. High score shows don- 
1nance. 
fl-C A aeasure of confidence in oneself. A low score is des¬ 
irable. 
F2-8 A aeasure of sociability. Those scoring low tend to be 
social. 
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From Figure 7 It can be seen that the boys scored sig¬ 
nificantly high or low in all of the areas desirable** 
# For a more complete description of these scales see 
Appendix* 
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Eteftge-Ji 
Bernreuter Report of High School B 
Girls 
Bl-N B2=g 12=1 B4—D F3-S 
90- 90- 90- 90- 90- 90- 
80- 80- 80- 80- 80- 80- 
20- 20- 20- 20- 20- 20 
10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10 
Percentiles 
Z6% 63% 3$% 70% 28 % 32% 
Explanation of Scales 
Bl-H A measure of neurotic tendency. A low score is desirable. 
B2-3 A measure of self-sufficiency. A high score is desirable. 
B3-I A measure of introversion-extroversion. Extrovert scores low. 
B4-D A measure of dominance-submission. High score shows dom¬ 
inance. 
Fl-C A measure of confidence in oneself. A low score is des¬ 
irable. 
F2-S A measure of sociability, fhese scoring low tend to be 
social. 
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Frora Figure 8 It can be seen that the girls scored slg- 
nifieantly high or low In all of the areas desirable. 
v 
# For a more complete description of these scales see 
Appendix* 
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Figure 9 
Bemreuter Report of High School A and B 
Boyg and Olrla 
Bl-N B2-S B3-X B4-D Fl-C F2-3 
Percentiles 
15% ?0% 25% 90% 20% 35% 
Explanation of 8cales 
Bl-H A measure of neurotic tendency. A low score is desirable. 
B2-3 A measure of self-sufficiency. A high score is desirable. 
B3-I K measure of introversion-extroversion. Extrovert scores low. 
B4-D A measure of dominance-submission. High score shows dom¬ 
inance. 
Fl-C A measure of confidence in oneself. A low score is des¬ 
irable . 
F2-3 A measure of sociability. Those scoring low tend to be 
social. 
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From Figure 9 it can be seen that the Leaders scored 
significantly high or low in all of the areas desirable,* 
s 
* For a more complete description of these scales see 
Appendix. 
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aaSg.UO,n. Nft,, i^iegtlon 
Yea Ha _JL_ 
13- Bo athletics interest you more 
than intellectual affairs? 33# 57# 10# 
34. Gan you usually express your¬ 
self in speech better than in 
writing? 60# 35# 5# 
40. Have you ever organized a club? 67# 33# 0# 
76. Have you frequently appeared as 
& lecturer or entainer before 
groups of people? 60# 0# 
82. Are you willing to take a chance 
alone in a situation of doubtful 
outcome? 87# 6# 7# 
99. Bo you tend to be radical in your 
social, political or religious 
belief? 15# 75# 10# 
111. Have you been the recognized 
leader (president, captain. 
chairman) of a group within the 
last five years? 78# 22# 0# 
It la to be noted here that the intellectual Interests of 
the leaders shown in question 13 is consistent with the fact 
that their IQ19 were at the superior level. Most of the stu¬ 
dents selected on the sociogram as leaders, had been recognized 
leaders before. (See question 111.) 
Other questions from the above list give evidence that 
the leaders are able to express themselves verbally, as would 
be expected, and are willing to take a chance when the outcome 
is doubtful. These are characteristics of the direct leader 
that the sociograin developed. The leader desired has been pro¬ 
duced. 
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(13) Body Build of ti e Leaders — The body build of the 
individuals ranged between the Ectomorphic and the Mesomorphic 
types, There was a slight predomlnace of the Mesomorphic 
over the Ectomorphic. None of the leaders showed any tendency 
to approximate the Endomorphic type* These classifications 
were made from observation of the leaders during testing. 
(14) Health — Health charts of the individual rated 
these students all In either good or excellent health. 
This chapter has presented the data of the study, allowing 
relationships of the criteria and the significance of the find- 
in s. It is hoped that much of the information in this chap¬ 
ter will prove of value to those engaged in leadership studies. 
A summary of the findings and the conclusions which can be 
drawn from the past data follows In the final chapter. 
V 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Slfgnlfloanee of Results — This study sought to determine 
whether or not school leaders selected by peer rating on a 
sociograra, evidenced any unique mental physical or social char¬ 
acteristics. 
As concerns the uniqueness of leaders measured in this 
study and the reliability of the selection technique, the fol¬ 
lowing statements may be made: 
A. The hypothetical stress situation of the sociogram 
was a valid tool for the selection of direct leaders. Validity 
of this method rested upon the following factors: 
1. A significant correlation between the 
soclogram and the teachers rating of the 
leaders. 
The actual correlations determined 
ranged from *50 to .71. The level of sig¬ 
nificance of these correlations was at or 
below the Z% level. Validity on the basis 
of this criterion was established. 
2. A significant correlation between the 
"Leader* score on the rating list and the 
sociogram. 
Correlations found ranged from .58 to 
.80 giving a level of significance below 
the 1;% level. Validity relative to this 
criterion was established. 
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3* Consistent high performance of the 
leaders. The leaders operated at a high 
level on all tests. It is reasonable, 
therefore, to conclude that the sociogram 
produced the desired individuals. The 
hypothetical stress situation stood up 
under all statistical analysis thereby 
further establishing itself as a reliable 
technique for the selection of leaders. 
It is hoped that its established val¬ 
idity will be recognized by the teacher 
as a successful technique in determining 
leaders and as a method for studying 
group structure. 
B. The Unique Traits of Leaders — Relative to the 
uniqueness of traits evidenced by the leaders in this study 
the following conclusions were reached: 
1. Mental Ability — The leaders perform¬ 
ed at an "above average" to "superior" 
level of mental ability. The average 13 
for the leaders placed them at a superior 
level of Intelligence. 
A high degree of Intelligence is char¬ 
acteristic of this leadership group while 
it is not of students in general. This is 
not to be Interpreted as meaning that high 
intelligence is unique to leaders, but 
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rather, that as a group they differ 
from students In general by a high 
level of mental ability. 
2. Physical Characteristics — The 
leaders ranged from the Ectomorphic 
to the Mesomorphic In body type. There 
was a greater predominance of the Mes¬ 
omorphic type. These leaders were 
slightly taller than the average stu¬ 
dent of this build. No Endomorphic 
body type was evidenced among these lea¬ 
ders. 
Health condition of the leaders 
was good to excellent as Indicated by 
school health charts. 
The lack of Endomorphic body type 
to the leadership group was significant 
and differed from students In general. 
3. Socio-Economic Standing -- Analysis 
of the socio-economic background of the 
Individuals selected as leaders provided 
no unique findings. There was a slight 
tendency for students of professional 
and semi-professional parents to out¬ 
number those whose parents were of the 
non-professional level. 
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This would seem to Indicate that 
leaders my be found In all these cate- 
gorles. 
4* Personality Evaluation — the most 
unique and significant finding of this 
study lies in the area of personality. 
It is the essence of leadership success. 
An Individual may have the intelli¬ 
gence, aptitude and proficiencies to be¬ 
come a leader. That he fails - is not a 
success - is usually due to the relative 
absence of certain critical ingredients 
in his personality. 
On the Bernreuter Inventory the per¬ 
sonality factors which were unique to the 
leadership group and not to students in 
general were: enough drive, social adap¬ 
tiveness, emotional balance and moral for¬ 
titude to exercise control. In terms of 
the inventory scales this was found in sig¬ 
nificant scores on the Bl-N; B3-I; B4-D; 
and Pl-C scales. These are designated 
Neurotic Tendency; Introversion-Extrover- 
sion; Dominance-Submission and Self-Con¬ 
fidence respectively w The pattern of 
scores est bllshed on this inventory was 
unique to all of the leaders. 
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From this inventory it can be seen 
that the leaders found In this study are 
exceptionally well adjusted to life; are 
non-neurotic; rarely worry or suffer emo¬ 
tional upsets; and are wholesomely self- 
confident. 
Although they evidence a very dominant 
type of personality they are still social 
and gregarious. That this type of person¬ 
ality is successful as a leader is evi¬ 
denced by the high r?te of selection award¬ 
ed these people by their peers. Further 
proof lies in the fact that 78# of these 
people were recognized leaders prior to 
the study. Their ability as leaders was 
already established. 
It is hoped that this study will serve two purposes. 
First, to provide the teacher with a better understanding of 
the make-up of a leader; that this understanding will lesd 
to an early recognition of his potential; and serve as a guide 
in aiding his development. Secondly, that this study will 
serve as a stimulus for further research in leadership in the 
classroom situation. 
A£PEKD]a 
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305imM 
The Sociogram developed for use In this study 
will be found on the following pages. The hypothetical 
stress situation constructed for the selection of *dlreot* 
leaders is presented. 
Students were asked to place their name and 
occupation of parent at the beginning of the sociogram. 
SOCIOGRAM 
Imagine that the _ of the senior class of this high 
school were sailing aboard a ship headed for the Arctic to 
do scientific research. Your destination Is a small village 
which will act as a supply base for the expedition. It Is 
located a few miles inland from the point at which the ship 
is to leave your group. 
The ship enters Arctic waters and when It Is but two 
days from its destination a severe storm drives It into an 
iceberg where it is held fast. As a result of this collision 
radio equipment is destroyed and contact with the outside 
world is cut off. Fear settles over you and every member of 
the expedition as you realize that you are hopelessly lost. 
Conditions become even worse as one by one the members 
of the crew lost their lives trying to free the ship and in 
a short time only the members of your class are left. 
The only chance of living Is to leave the ship by life¬ 
boats and search for the supply village some two days Jour¬ 
ney away. This will be very dangerous as no one knows its 
position and there is always the danger of becoming lost in 
a storm. With these facts In mind the group realizes that 
It rau3t unite and have a leader if they are to be successful. 
Place yourself In this situation. Remember that not 
only your life but the lives of every member of your class 
is going to depend upon the person selected ss leader. If 
you pick a friend of yours simply because he is a friend, 
then you and all of the members of your group will pay for 
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It with your lives when he proves unsuccessful. This selec¬ 
tion of a leader from your group will mean life or death in 
the Journey ahead of you and it is not a matter of picking 
friends for friendship sake. You may not select yourself. 
This situation calls for a leader who can think clearly, 
is able to face dangers and has self-confidence. He must be 
able to command the respect of the group, be resourceful and 
able to carry on in the face of great stress. 
Which two ___ of the senior class of this high school 
would you he willing to follow as your leader in the above 
situation? Remember, lives will be lost If you do not pick 
wisely! 
These papers will not be returned. Homes will not be 
published and no one but the person conducting this research 
will ever know who you select. It will not be made known by 
him. 
The success of this study depends upon your honesty in 
answering the question. Think, before you answer. Regardless 
of whether or not he is a member of your friends, if he lias 
the qualifications, name him. 
In the above situation the two _ I honestly feel 
would qualify as the group leader ares 
1,_ 
HATING LIST 
The Rating List used In this study will be found 
on the following pages. It was used at Northwestern Univ¬ 
ersity in connection with the selection of ^Austin Scholars 
for leadership training. 
RESEARCH STUDY 
Please make an estimate of the following student. 
without consulting him and return this sheet 
to your school office. The stuc3ent you are being asked to 
* 
estimate is under consideration in a study of leaders. It 
is very important that you consider each of the following 
items carefully so that a true estimate is given. The scale 
below is designed to enable you to express your Judgment in 
a form as concrete as possible. 
1. Some students have distinct 
talents for leadership. They are 
looked up to by their fellows, are 
put in positions of honor and are ex¬ 
pected to take the lead in any enter¬ 
prise that may be started. At the 
other extreme are persons who are con¬ 
tent to be followers and are never 
asked to head up any eort of enterprise. 
In between lie persons of varying de¬ 
grees of leadership ability. Based on 
your observation of his performance, 
how would you estimate this individual 
in comparison with his fellows? 
Outstanding as 
a leader. 
Is very often a 
leader. 
Average. 
Is inclined to 
follow rather 
than lead. 
Distinctly a 
follower. 
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2. Some students are indepen- « 
dent, and creative in their thinking* 
They have "ideas of their own0, they _ 
analyze and interpret, invent, write, 
propose ways of doing things* Others _ 
are not original in this fashion, but 
seek to know how things are done by 
others before trying anything themselves. 
Your estimate of the individual should 
be based on what he actually does. 
3. Some students are quite gen- _ 
orally pleasing to their fellows. 
Others make an unfortunate impression _ 
on most people whom they meet. The _ 
distinctly agreeable personality is 
welcome in all circles, is invited out, _ 
and has a large number of acquaintances. 
The unpopular personality is not sought _ 
after by others, and is frequently neg¬ 
lected if not positively shunned. Con¬ 
sider the individual you are estimating 
in terms of his popularity; in terms of 
his attitudes; in terras of the attitudes 
actually shown by others towards him. 
Re is usually 
original in his 
thinking. 
Distinctly more 
creative than the 
average person. 
He is as original 
as most people. 
Inclined to de¬ 
pend on others 
for his ideas. 
Shows no inclina¬ 
tion to do orig¬ 
inal thinking. 
One of the best 
liked students 
in the class. 
Quite popular. 
Average. Wel¬ 
come but not dis¬ 
tinguished. 
Not so fortunate 
as most in social 
standing. 
Impresses most 
people unfavorably. 
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4. Some students are able to 
speak In such a way as to hold the 
attention and communicate Ideas 
clearly and readily. At the other 
extreme there are persons whose speech 
Is slow, hesitating, and very ineffec¬ 
tual. In between are varying degrees 
of speech ability. Consider the per¬ 
son you are estimating in comparison 
with others. Do people understand him 
quickly and readily? Bo people listen 
to him with ease and pleasure? Or Is 
the opposite the case? fry to recall 
some concrete experiences. 
5. Some people arouse the great¬ 
est confidence in others. They are 
regarded as trustworthy in any situa¬ 
tion, and people generally hove the 
greatest respect for their integrity. 
The opposite extreme Is the wholly un¬ 
trustworthy person who is known not to 
be reliable and is never depended upon. 
Consider this student as you know him 
yourself and as he is known by repute, 
and indicate where he stands. In the 
matter of reliability, in comparison 
Outstanding as 
a speaker. 
Above overage in 
ability to convey 
ideas. 
Does as well as 
most people. 
Mot a very good 
talker. 
Distinctly infer¬ 
ior in his speech. 
Is most hl^ily 
respected and 
trusted. 
Has a good rep¬ 
utation for de¬ 
pendability. 
Is as reliable 
as most people. 
Is frequently 
found not to be 
dependable. 
Reputation for 
reliability not 
good. 
with his fellows. 
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THE BSRNREUTBR PERSONALITY INVENTORY 
The Personality Inventory by Robert G. Bernreuter* — 
The personality Inventory used in this study was purchased 
from the Psychological Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, Hew 
York 18, N. Y, 7 
The inventory is designed to measure six aspects of 
personality at one administration: Dominance-Submission, 
Sociability, Confidence. Norms for both men and women have 
been published as well as for high school and college popu¬ 
lations. TJntimed. 
Sold only in packages of 25, #1.85* Individual report 
sheets sold only in packages of 25, 35^* 
The Bernreuter Personality Inventory was designed for- 
use with adolescents and adults. Nothing has been found in 
the literature or encountered in counseling practice which 
suggests that the vocabulary and experiences sampled are in¬ 
appropriate to those age levels. 
Content — The Personality Inventory consists of 125 
questions based on those used in earlier inventories, such 
as: *Are your feelings easily hurt?** Answers are recorded 
on the blank, in terms of “yea**, *no% and *?*. There are 
few extreme or potentially offensive items, making the inven¬ 
tory acceptable to most groups; with groups adolescents, how¬ 
ever, It la desirable to minimize opportunities for laughter 
and Joking by businesslike administration and good proctoring. 
Donald E. 
New York: 
A 
*§f aa xxi and 
Administration and Scoring— The Inventory is self- 
administering, vlth no set time limit, and takes from 20 to 
30 minutes. Examinees sometimes ask what is meant by a ques¬ 
tion, for definitions of terns such as * frequently**; although 
on the face of them these questions may seem warranted, the 
examiner must be careful to explain only unfamiliar terms, 
and to leave the interpretation of others to the examinee, as 
therein lies the significance of the test. It is not so much 
the facts wMch matter in the personality inventory designed 
for the normal rang© of personalities, as the subject*s atti¬ 
tude towards those facts; to make this concrete, it is not 
the actual number of times he has fainted that matters, as 
his feeling that he Is or is not going to faint. 
Scoring stencils are provided for neurotlcls® (Bl-N), 
self-sufficiency (B2-S), introversion-extroversion (B3-I), 
dominance (B^D), self-confidence (Fl-C) and solitariness 
(F2-S), with weights ranging from 7 to -7 assigned to each 
item according to its diagnostic value. These weights were 
determined by relationship to present Inventories. 
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OTIS QPICg-SCORIHO MENTAL ABILITY TEST 
Publisher — The Psychological Corporation, 522 Fifth 
Avenue, ». Y. 18, N* Y. 
Cost — Gamma Teat la for high school and college. Time 
30 minutes. Forms: C and D. $1.30 per package. 
Description*— The Otis Self-Administering Test (Otis 
Quick-scoring) was designed for use with senior high school 
and college students, and with adults* Another form is sui¬ 
table for elementary and Junior high school students. 
There are 80 mixed Items arranged in order of difficulty, 
some verbal, some arithmetical, and others spatial; they in¬ 
volve vocabulary, sentence meaning, proverbs, number series, 
analogies, etc. 
Administration and Scoring — There are no subtests to 
time, no special directions to give during the examination. 
The time required is 20 to 30 minutes, depending upon level 
of examinee. Scoring is by means of printed keys, and the 
score is the sum of the right answers. 
Super, Don Id E. Op. Clt.* p. 107. 
iffiTORT..SH_KgT WITH ,.M, ..QS-gSMM 
The following type of report sheet was submitted 
to the principals of both high schools involved in the study 
as e report of the students* 
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THE PERSONALITY INVENTORY 
INDIVIDUAL REPORT SHEET 
By ROBERT G. BERNREUTER 
PUBLISHED BY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
STANFORD , CALIFORNIA 
Name. Address 
Scale Scale Scale Scale Scale 
90y 90 j 90 -| 90 J- 90-j- 
80 -j- 80-p 80 -| 80 -j- 80 4" 
70-j- 70 4- 70 -j- 70 4" 70 4“ 
60 -j- 60 60 4- 60 60 j 
50-f 50 -p 50-p 50 4" 50 4~ 
40 -L 40 j 40 4- 40 4- 40 -[• 
30 -j 30 j 30 j 30 j 30 j 
20 4- 20 4- 20 4- 20 4" 20 4“ 
10 T 10T 10 1 10T 10T 
Your percentile 
scores are .% .% .% .% .% 
The scores on each scale refer to the proportion of the  
of your own sex whom you surpass in the given measure. It is not to be inferred that high scores neces¬ 
sarily indicate desirable qualities; that is largely a matter of personal opinion. 
Example: A score of 87 indicates that 87% of those previously tested scored lower than you and only 
13% scored the same as you or higher. A score of 50 is average because it indicates that 50% scored 
lower than you and 50% scored the same as you or higher. 
EXPLANATION OF SCALES 
Bl-N. A measure of neurotic tendency. Persons scoring high on this scale tend to be emotionally un¬ 
stable. Those scoring above the 98 percentile would probably benefit from psychiatric or medical advice. 
Those scoring low tend to be exceptionally well adjusted to life. 
B2-S. A measure of self-sufficiency. Persons scoring high on this scale prefer to be alone, rarely ask 
for sympathy or encouragement, and tend to ignore the advice of others. Those scoring low dislike soli¬ 
tude and often seek advice and encouragement. 
B3-I. A measure of introversion-extroversion. Persons scoring high on this scale tend to be introverted ; 
that is, they are imaginative and tend to live within themselves. Scores above the 98% bear the same sig¬ 
nificance as do similar scores on the Bl-N scale. Those scoring low are extroverted; that is, they rarely 
worry, seldom suffer emotional upsets, and rarely substitute day dreaming for action. 
B4-D. A measure of dominance-submission.* Persons scoring high on this scale tend to dominate others 
in face-to-face situations. Those scoring low tend to be submissive. 
Fl-C. A measure of confidence in oneself. Persons scoring high on this scale tend to be hamperingly 
self-conscious and to have feelings of inferiority; those scoring above the 98 percentile would probably 
benefit from psychiatric or medical advice. Those scoring low tend to be wholesomely self-confident and 
to be very well adjusted to their environment. 
F2-S. A measure of sociability. Persons scoring high on this scale tend to be non-social, solitary, or 
independent. Those scoring low tend to be sociable and gregarious. 
Reported by 
* The items in this test which measure Dominance-Submission are based upon the Ascendance-Submission Reaction Study 
by Gordon W. and Floyd H. Allport and are used by permission of and special arrangements with the publishers, Houghton 
Mifflin Company. 
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